
Winter ARMN Online Book Share – Open to Everyone! 
February 7, 2021 3:00-4:30 pm 

 

Please join ARMN’s winter online "book share."  This 
fun and informative event is being recreated on Zoom 
on Sunday, February 7 at 3 p.m. and will end by 4:30 
p.m.   
 
Lori, Bowes, organizer of Book Share, noted that she 
recently received and is enjoying a book 
recommended by Margaret Chatham at a prior book 
share. So, the benefits of this event may carry on long 
past the day! 
 
Participants are invited to provide a brief overview of a book or other material that they found 
inspiring or useful.  Reviews and summaries are fitting, but please also consider sharing a fact, 
insight, or observation from the material that is applicable to ARMN’s span of work (volunteer 
service in environmental education and outreach, stewardship, and citizen science).   
 
Please limit yourself to 4 items to share. Plan for some flexibility on the time-per-item since it 
will depend on attendance. 
 
RSVPs are appreciated, and folks outside of ARMN need to contact Lori Bowes 
(loribowes@gmail.com) to get the Zoom link.  Zoom link to be provided to ARMN members 
closer to the date. 

Answers to Frequently Asked Questions 

You are welcome to participate even if you do not have something to share.   

This is not a book discussion group where we all read and discuss the same material.   
 
Magazines or journals (or specific articles) are fine too, as are apps, websites, podcasts, or any 
resource that enhances your knowledge of Virginia’s natural resources. 
 
Please consider what you can share about the item in less than 5 minutes.  If there is adequate 
time, you can expand beyond that. 
 
For ARMN members this event counts as CE. 
 
RSVP appreciated from everyone planning to help attend to ensure a smooth and enjoyable 
event! 
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